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Abstract
Previous practice to determine the source mechanism of microseismic events as-
sociated with hydraulic fracture typically includes only far-field terms in moment
tensor inversion. The intermediate-field terms and near-field term are normally ig-
nored because of increased complexity in the calculation. Source-receiver distances
in hydraulic fracturing are usually 1000 ft and the effects of near and intermediate-
field terms are still unknown. We perform a study to improve the precision of the
source mechanism by including the intermediate-field term in moment tensor in-
version.
We find that the intermediate-field term contributes 1/3 of the signal ampli-
tude when the source-receiver distance is 1000 ft. The intermediate-field term con-
tributes 1/20 of the signal amplitude when the source-receiver distance is 6700 ft.
Note that ”1/20” is at the noise level. Thus, when source-receiver distance is less
than 6700ft, we need to consider the intermediate-field term. Especially, when the
distance is 1000ft, the intermediate-field term becomes significant. Similarly, near-
field terms contribute less than 1/20 of the signal amplitude when distances are
larger than 300 ft. In our case, we confirm that the near-field term can be ignored
in microseismic analysis.
Our results indicate that the intermediate-field terms can improve moment ten-
sor inversion by 2% to 40% at source-receiver ranges less than 1000 ft. When
distances are larger than 6700, the improvement is limited to 1%. In the presence
of noise, the intermediate-field terms help to improve the moment tensor inversion
(15% improvement with noise present vs 3% improvement without noise). Our
study provides a foundation for using intermediate-field terms in moment tensor





Microseismic mapping is a passive seismic approach that has been used for assess-
ment of hydraulic fracture treatments during the last two decades. By mapping mi-
croseismic events and determining their source mechanism, the location, geometry,
length, width, and the height of hydraulic fracture can be estimated. Dimensions
and geometry of induced fractures can be used to improve the design of future
fracturing treatments and building better reservoir simulations to predict well per-
formance in the future. This chapter gives a brief introduction about hydraulic
fracturing treatments and microseismic technology, as well as limitations of this
technology. Possible ways are proposed to improve the reliability in interpreting
microseismic data collected in the field.
Hydraulic fracturing was first used by the oil and gas industry during the 1930s
when the Dow Chemical Company discovered that by applying a sufficiently large
fluid pressure, it is possible to fracture the rocks around the borehole to improve the
effectiveness of acid stimulation treatments (Grebe et al. 1935). The first non-acid
hydraulic fracturing treatment for wellbore stimulation was performed in Kansas in
1947 in a gas well in Hugoton field (Veatch et al. 1989). Today, hydraulic fracturing
is widely used to improve oil and gas productivity. About 70% of gas wells and
50% of oil wells have been fractured hydraulically in North America since the
1950s (Valko and Economides, 1995). Thousands of treatments are implemented
each year in different geological formations, for example, in jointed granite (House,
1987) to improve the efficiency of a geothermal reservoir (Drader et al., 2012), in
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tight gas sandstones (Northrop and Frohne, 1990), low permeability sandstones
(Martins et al., 1992) and shale (Rosen, 1994).
Hydraulic fracturing induces fractures in rock in the subsurface and thereby
increases the overall permeability of the formation and facilitates the flow of
petroleum, water, and natural gas as a result. In general, this method may be
used from shallow to deep formations (Figure 1.1). Where there is a risk of devel-
oping hydraulic fractures into the shallow aquifer, monitoring fracture size during
treatment and its post-treatment estimation can be important to guarantee water
quality (Willson et al., 1993). Warpinski (1991) reports that natural gas produc-
tion in low permeability sand reservoirs in Piceance basin and Greater Green River
basin increased from an average initial production rate of 250 Mscf/day to 450 ∼
500 Mscf/day after the treatment. Miller et al. (2008) points out that long-term
production in Bakken Shale Formation in North Dakota of the Williston Basin
has improved 91% after hydraulic fracturing stimulations. A tight gas reservoir in
Saudi Arabia initially produced 8 million standard cubic feet per year and then
proceed to 240 million cubic feet per year after hydraulic fracturing (Rabim et al.,
2012).
Hydraulic fracturing can be one of the most complicated procedures performed
on a well. This is partially due to the high flow rates and pressures, large volume of
materials injected, continuous blending of materials and large amount of unknown
variables (Economides and Nolte, 2008). If the fluid is pumped into a well at a rate
faster than it escapes into the formation, pressure can rise and even break rock
at some points (Economides and Nolte, 2008). High pressure fluid can break the
formation and result in the wellbore splitting along its axis as a result of tensile
hoop stresses (Economides and Nolte, 2008). In general, hydraulic fractures are
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created as a consequence of the action of the large fluid pressure (Economides and
Nolte, 2008).
During injection the fluid starts leaking into the formation until hydraulic frac-
tures initiate. If the pumping rate is maintained at a rate that is higher than the
fluid-loss rate, the newly created fractures will continue to grow (Economides and
Nolte, 2008). More of the rock formation is exposed concomitant with the growth
of hydraulic fractures. Once pumping stops and the injected fluids leak off, the
fracture will close under the ambient pressure and the created contact area in-
side the rock will no longer be available to enhance fluid production. To prevent
fracture closure, measures must be taken to keep the conductive channels open
(Economides and Nolte, 2008). This normally involves adding a propping agent
to the fluid to be pumped into the fracture. When pumping stops and fluid flows
back to the well, the propping agent remains in place to keep the fracture open
and it maintains a conductive flow path for the increased formation flow area dur-
ing production. The propping agent is generally sand or a high strength, granular
substitute for sand (Economides and Nolte, 2008).
Initially, fracture penetration is limited, and hence fluid loss is high near the
wellbore. For this reason, the first part of a hydraulic fracture treatment uses
gel fluid mainly. This period of fluid injection is named ’pad stage’ (Economides
and Nolte, 2008). After this stage, propping agent with fluid is pumped into the
fracture. As the fluid loss to the formation decreases, the proppant is added to the
fluid at lower concentrations. With fluid loss, proppant concentration increases.
The final phase of the treatment is called the ’flush stage’. This stage is intended
to sweep the wellbore clean of gels and leaves an almost clean proppant-filled
fracture (Economides and Nolte, 2008).
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FIGURE 1.1. The numbers list the procedure during hydraulic fracturing. First, water is
acquired (1) and then mixed with proppant or chemical additives (2). Next, the fluid is
injected into the treatment well and the fractures are generated in the formation (3). The
waste water flow back (4) and is treated (5) before disposal (Environmental Protection
Agency, 2012).
Multi-stage hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments are utilized in many
reservoirs with low effective permeability, low pressure, high water production, to
increase the productivity of wells, especially in gas reservoirs that cannot produce
adequately without stimulation. Multi-stage fracturing is normally used in long
horizontal wells (McDaniel et al., 2006). In horizontal wells, the producing portion
of the well is usually the cased horizontal section of the wellbore that lies entirely
in the producing formation. It is the portion of casing which would be perforated
with perforating guns for hydraulic fracturing purposes and future gas production.
To communicate with the target outside formation that contains the natural gas,
the horizontal section of the casing must be perforated. This is done at various
intervals in the complete horizontal section along the reservoir. The intervals along
the horizontal portion of the casing are usually perforated in stages. This job
is carried out mainly in two ways: ’Plug and Perf’ or sliding sleeve. ’Plug and
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Perf’ is the process whereby the horizontal casing in the horizontal wellbore is
perforated, and then plugged at intervals starting from the end of the wellbore
in the backward direction. ’Plug and Perf’ repeated in several intervals is named
multi-stage hydraulic fracturing.
A schematic picture of multi-stage hydraulic fracturing is shown in figure 1.2.
Six fracturing stages are executed in each horizontal well. The distance interval be-
tween each stage depends on the pay zone thickness that the treatment is designed
for (Zimmer et al., 2009). In the shown example, the distance between stages is 250
m. In the drained zone (or stimulated zone), the overall permeability is enhanced
around each set of perforations.
FIGURE 1.2. Multiple hydraulic fracture stages along the well axis for shale gas stimu-
lation.
Hydraulic fracturing is also used in enhancing geothermal energy extraction
(Sasaki, 1998; Berumen et al., 2000), for hazardous solid waste disposal (Hunt et
al., 1994; Hainey et al. 1999), measurement of in-situ stresses (Hayashi et al., 1997;
Raaen et al., 2001), fault reactivation in mining (Board et al. 1992) and remediation
of soil and ground water aquifers (Murdoch and Slack 2002). Hydraulic fractures
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may induce seismicity by deforming the formation, so they can also be imaged
by somehow acquiring microseismic emitted waves, which mainly relies on the
detection and quality of microseisms or acoustic emissions associated with fracture
propagation (House, 1987; Urbancic et al., 1999; Maxwell et al., 2002).
1.2 Assessment of Hydraulic Fracturing Treatment
Three groups of technologies have been used in the oil and gas industry to provide
an overall picture of induced hydraulic fracturing: Far field direct group, near-
wellbore direct group, and indirect group. In the far-field direct group, there are
two common methods to analyze the fracture: tiltmeter analysis (Wright, 1998)
and microseismic analysis (Warpinski et al., 1998). Tiltmeter Analysis provides the
fracture orientation and geometry by measuring the tilt in the downhole or ground
surface. The main limitation of the tiltmeter approach is its strong dependency on
the location of the instrument and the distance between tiltmeters and induced
fractures. In the case of development of complex fracture networks, application
of tiltmeters is very limited because of inadequate measurement points (Wright,
1998). On the other hand, microseismic analysis provides an image of the fracture
by detecting microseismic waves emitted from fracture front.
In the near-wellbore direct measurement group, Caliper logging (Potter, 1977),
production logging (PLT) (Paillet, 1998), and borehole image logging (Williams
and Johnson, 2004) are examples of near-wellbore methods. The major limitation
of these techniques is that an open hole is needed to run most of the tools and
they mainly provide information about fracture height at the wellbore, not fracture
length or its geometry. In the indirect group, production analysis, well testing, net
pressure fracture analysis, or any combination of these methods are used to map
hydraulic fractures (Wright, 1998). The results of these methods strongly depend
on model assumptions about formation properties or natural fracture distribution
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as the bottomhole pressure and the production rate does not provide enough data
to solve the inverse problem of determining fracture geometry. The overall picture
of hydraulic fracturing generated by these methods will not be unique (Wright,
1998).
Nowadays, industry is more interested in using microseismic analysis to assess
hydraulic fracturing jobs as it is more tangible and less dependent on the location
of the instrument in comparison to tiltmeters. This technology has been studied
since 1968 (Knill et al., 1968) that shows that rockbursts or fractures induce seismic
events. The magnitude of these events is reported to be between M -2.0 to 2.5.
Fracture tips are usually considered as the location of seismic source. These low
magnitude induced events are termed microseismic events. Microseismic analysis
may be used to provide a rough image of the fractures by connecting the detected
locations of microseismic events mainly triggered by shear slippage on bedding
planes or natural fractures intersected by the hydraulic fracture (Warpinski et al.,
1998).
During microseismic monitoring of hydraulic fracturing treatments, seismic sen-
sors need to be placed in appropriate positions. From the data they collect, small
earthquakes induced during cracking of the rock can be detected and located within
the formation. Arrays of sensitive receivers are placed typically in an offset well at
a depth relatively close to the treatment well (500 ft to 3000 ft) or in the absence
of any nearby well, these sensors are placed on the ground surface. The arrays of
detectors collect seismic waves generated by propagating fractures. Detectors can
be three-component geophones or accelerometers (Hon et al., 2008). Geophones
and accelerometers are simple harmonic oscillators that consist of a proof mass
suspended from damped springs. The motion of the proof mass with reference to
the ground and sensor case is recorded as signal (Hon et al., 2008). Different geo-
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phones and accelerometers are sensitive for a band of frequencies depending on the
design. Accelerometers are sensitive for low frequency waves, below 5 Hz. On the
contrary, geophones are sensitive in a band of 5 to 200 Hz (Hon et al., 2008). The
frequency range of the microseismic data that can be used for practical purposes is
between 10 Hz and less than 1000 Hz (Hon et al., 2008). Comparing the frequen-
cies ranges of microseismic data between geophone and accelerometers, geophones
are more sensitive for microseismic data. Therefore, geophones are usually used to
record microseismic events.
The acquired data are processed in several steps to locate events using an assort-
ment/collection of information obtained from compressional (P-wave) and shear
(S-wave) arrivals detected by the array (Warpinski, 2009).
A part of the microseismic waves detected in the field are generated by induced
shear slippage in the formation either along natural fractures or natural fractures
intersected by the hydraulic fracture (Cipolla and Wright, 2000). With proper
fracture diagnostic measurements, the length, height, asymmetry, width, azimuth,
dip and volume of the fractures can be detected. As a result, a reservoir can be
understood and managed. Microseismic fracture mapping suffers several limitations
including instrument sensitivity and noise in the well field (Warpinski et al., 2008).
The location error can be 52 ft (16 m) when the source-receiver distance is 1000
ft (305 m) (House, 1987), and the error increases to 350 m (1148 ft) in location
when the source-receiver distance is 900 m (2953 ft) (Zimmer, 2010).
The elastodynamics of the microseismic events can be calculated from microseis-
mic data and it is termed source mechanism. The applied force can be calculated
from source mechanism. The term source mechanism or focal mechanism conven-
tionally refers to fault orientation, the displacement and stress release patterns and
the dynamic process of seismic wave generation. Source mechanism is traditionally
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determined using first-motion data to constrain a single, double-couple mechanism.
The source mechanism can be replaced by moment tensor solutions. The moment
tensor can be decomposed in terms of its principal axes, and the eigen values as
well as the directions of the eigen vectors. From a good source mechanism, we can
know the failure mechanism that creates the reservoir stimulation. From the first
motion of P waves and S waves, we can obtain the principle orientation of the
slippage plane, the direction of dip, strike and rake of the fracture. Using these
angles, the source mechanism and moment tensor can be quantified as well as the
percent of shear crack and volumetric components.
1.3 Research Goal
Considering that microseismic technology is mainly limited by the low resolution
of field data and a noisy environment, the research goal of this thesis is set to
improve the accuracy of the source mechanism in processing hydraulic fracturing
data. More accurate information about the source mechanism will help us to have
a better understanding of complexity of failure mechanisms.
1.4 Research Objectives
The objectives of the research are as follows
1. Calculate seismic waveforms generated by an artificial source as a function
of distance and position of the receivers with respect to the source. The source
is assumed to be a static double-couple or compensated linear vector dipole; and
the medium is assumed to be elastic, isotropic and homogeneous. A MATLAB
program is developed to obtain the seismic waveforms. Far-field, intermediate-field,
and near-field components of waveforms are produced.
2. Calculate seismic waveforms as a function of distance and position with respect
to different source-receiver distances. The source is a static moment tensor; and
the medium is assumed to be anisotropic and homogeneous. A MATLAB program
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is developed to obtain the seismic waveforms. Far-field, intermediate-field, and
near-field components of waveforms are produced.
3. Locate micro-tremors and obtain the associated moment tensor using an open
source MATLAB program called ISOLA (Sohos and Zahradnik, 2008). First P and
S wave arrival time will be used to locate the source. To examine the accuracy and
efficiency of the applied inversion technique to retrieve moment tensors. I will
invert the synthetic seismograms produced in objectives 1 and 2 for whom the
source mechanism is known.
4. Compare seismograms forward modeled with far-field, intermediate-field, and
near-field. Use the inversion technology developed stage 3 to obtain the moment
tensor inversion to compare the difference among moment tensor inversion of the
seismograms with only far-field terms and far- and intermediate-field terms. Ex-
plain the difference in focal mechanism among different seismograms. The results
will show the potential role of intermediate-field terms in changing the interpreta-
tion from fracture patterns at various source-receiver distances.
1.5 Justification
The current approach in the industry for microseismic analysis is based on the
knowledge developed over decades on analyzing earthquakes, but microseismic
source in hydraulic fracturing jobs are much closer to the receivers than earth-
quakes are to seismograph stations in general. Therefore, we need to evaluate
this fact in locating events and moment tensor inversion of these events. Aki and
Richards (2002) point out that the far-field terms in the displacement solution for
double-couples are suitable for situations where the receivers are located more than
a few wavelengths away from the source, and that the near- and intermediate-field
terms are meaningful for positions within a small fraction of a wavelength from
the source. At near and intermediate distances, the magnitude of each term should
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be assessed. Ichinose et al. (2000) point out that at some certain frequencies and
distances, the near- and intermediate-field terms are important for waveform mod-
eling and moment tensor inversion. The significance of including intermediate- and
near-field terms has also been highlighted by Lokmer and Bean (2010) in the study
of long-period wavefields produced by volcanoes. The errors in source location de-





Generation and emission of microseismic waves is a complex problem as it occurs in
the rock layers which are not homogeneous and isotropic. However, to understand
the physics behind this phenomenon, it is easiest to start with a simple model.
The hydraulic fracture can be assumed to behave as a seismic source, which gen-
erates body waves, P-waves, and S-waves. Two types of sources can be considered:
a single point dislocation source and a moment tensor source (Aki and Richards,
2002).
The single point dislocation is the simplest approximation for seismic sources.
The source has small dimensions compared to the wavelengths. However, the real
source may be a composite source, which is both temporally and spatially variable.
The moment tensor is a useful approximation to general sources including faults
and tensile fractures The spatial analysis of seismic sources is usually performed
by using a moment tensor (Aki and Richards, 2002). A double-couple source is a
special moment tensor used to describe the equivalent body forces for a shearing
fault.
2.1.1 Seismic waves from a point dislocation source
In a single point dislocation source, the source is treated as a mathematical point
with no size, shape or mass and represents the simplest analytical case for studying
seismic problems (Backus and Mulcahy, 1976). In this case, the medium is assumed
to be infinite, homogenous, isotropic, and linear elastic (Mavko et al. 1998). No
reflection or refraction waves are generated under these assumptions since the
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considered medium does not have a boundary; thus, the geophones only receive
direct waves.
The source is a displacement. The wave is the earth′s response immediately after
the initial displacement (~u(~x, t) ). For a single point body-force ~f , the displacement
~u(~x, t) is given by Aki and Richards (1980).
ρ~̈u = ~f + (λ+ 2µ)∇(∇ · ~u)− µ∇× (∇× ~u). (2.1)
(Eq. 4.1 Aki and Richards, 1980)
where ρ is the density of the rock, and λ and µ are Lamé′s parameters, which
describe the relationship between stress and strain.
At t < 0, before the seismic wave is generated, the displacement and the velocity
(~̇u) are zero:
~u(~x, 0) = ~0 (2.2)
and
~̇u(~x, 0) = ~0 (2.3)
for ~x 6= ~0.
Helmholtz decomposition is used to separate displacement caused by the P-wave
and S-wave, since displacements caused by a P-wave are curl-free but those by S-
wave are inherently divergence-free. Any vector on a bounded domain, which is
twice continuously differentiable, can be decomposed into a curl-free component
and a divergence-free component (Aki and Richards, 2002).
The body force and initial values of ~u and ~̇u can also be expressed in terms of
Helmholtz potentials so that
~f = ∇Φ +∇× ~Ψ (2.4)
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At the same time, there exist potentials φ and ~ψ for ~u with the following four
properties:
~u = ∇φ+∇× ~ψ, (2.5)










+ β2∇2 ~ψ (with β2 = µ
ρ
) (2.8)
∇φ and ∇ × ~ψ are called the P-wave and S-wave components, respectively, and
∇× ~Φ, ∇ · ~Ψ are equal to 0.











































(Eq. 4.23 Aki and Richards, 1980)
where α and β are compressional and shear wave velocities related to Lamé′s
constants and which can also be obtained from the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. In equation 2.9, ~x is the location vector of each geophone, r is the distance
from source to geophone, and t is time. The seismic wave is presented by an impulse
combined with harmonic sine functions: Xt = [0, sin(b · t), 0] . X0(t) is the impulse
in the xj-direction at the origin. δij is a Kronecker delta, and τ represents the time
that a unit impulse is applied with the condition τ < t.
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2.1.2 Double couple source
A shear source mechanism can be represented as a double couple dislocation (the
definition of double couple and moment tensor can be found in Chapter 3). In the
case of a double couple, angular momentum is not conserved unless a complemen-
tary couple exists to balance the present couple. The resulting pair of couples is
termed as a double couple (Bullen and Bolt, 1985; Nettles and Ekstrom, 1998). In
general, a double couple can be used to represent movement along either of two
conjugate fault planes.
The displacements caused by a double couple can be calculated by superposing
the solutions of far-field, intermediate-field, and near-field term displacements (Aki
and Richards, 2002). The equations below describe the displacements that are
caused not only by a double-couple source, but also by any moment tensor source


















































(Eq. 4.32 Aki and Richards, 1980)
where we used the same definitions for the symbols as in the expression for a
single point dislocation source. M0 is the seismic moment. The definition of r, θ,
and φ in radiation patterns is shown in Figure 2.1. The near-field radiation pattern
is represented as:
~AN = 9sin2θcosφr̂ − 6(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (2.11)
~AIP and ~AISrepresent intermediate-field radiation pattern:
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~AIP = 4sin2θcosφr̂ − 2(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (2.12)
~AIS = −3sin2θcosφr̂ + 3(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (2.13)
~AFP and ~AFP represent far-field radiation pattern:
~AFP = sin2θcosφr̂ (2.14)
~AFS = cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂ (2.15)
FIGURE 2.1. The definition of r, θ, and φ in radiation patterns.
2.2 Seismic Waves in a Homogenous and Isotropic Medium
2.2.1 Seismic waves from a point dislocation source
A common porous reservoir rock that can accumulate oil and gas is typically sand-
stone or shale. Because of its extremely low permeability, shale reservoirs are con-
sidered unconventional. To model the seismogram from a single point source, we
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use the parameters in Table 2.2. Comparing the parameters in Table 2.2 with Table
2.1, one can easily find out that the parameters can be represented both sandstone
or shale.
TABLE 2.1. The rock parameters for sandstone and shale (Mavko, 1998)
Sandstone Shale
Density (g/cm3) 2.09 - 2.67 2.00 - 2.40
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 3.24 - 99.9 4.00 - 18.0
Poisson’s ratio 0.2 - 0.35 0.2 - 0.35
P wave velocity (km/s) 3.13 - 5.52 1.10 - 2.50
S wave velocity (km/s) 1.73 - 3.60 0.2 - 0.8
TABLE 2.2. The rock parameters used in generating synthetic seismograms shown in
this thesis
Density (g/cm3) 2.30
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 10.0
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
In order to calculate synthetic seismograms as may be collected in a vertical
borehole, we distribute theoretical receivers vertically and place an arbitrary source
at the origin (0, 0, 0). The force at the source is 0.1 N, see Figure 2.2. The dominant
frequency of the seismic wave is picked as 100 Hz, since the frequency range from
the real microseismic events associated with hydraulic fracture is from 10 to 1000
Hz. The tenth receiver is the middle one, and locates at (0, 100, 0). We also
set the direction of the pure P-wave propagate as positive. Because the whole
seismograms are complex to study and each component is linear, we separate the
whole seismograms into the seismograms contain only P-wave components, and
ones with only S-wave components.
In the resultant calculation of synthetic seismograms, receivers at different lo-
cations record the expected behavior from the source. The displacement caused
by S-wave versus time in x-direction is always zero for each receiver (Figure
2.3 x-direction). This is consistent with our expectation since the original source
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FIGURE 2.2. Arrangement 1: Source-receiver geometry used for calculation. A dot rep-
resents a geophone. The single dislocation source is at (0,0,0). The dots represent a set
of vertical receivers within the depth of -100 to 90 meters. They are placed at 100 meters
distance from the source in y-direction. The results are shown in the Figure 2.2 and 2.3.
Note that the geophones are equally spaced and the first one is located at z = 100 m.
Xt = [0, sin(100 · t), 0] only have a non-zero amplitude in y-direction, while all the
receivers are in the line of x = 0. The displacement caused by S-wave versus time in
y-direction is zero only when x = z = 0 at geophone No. 10, that matches the def-
inition of S-wave (Figure 2.3 y-direction). At longer source-receiver distances away
from z = 0, the S-wave amplitudes are larger (Figure 2.3 y-direction). the middle
line is represented z = 0, the lines next to it have the same x and y, z = ±10, and
we can clearly find out that the displacement increases step by step (Figure 2.3
y-direction).
The velocity is the derivative of the displacement respect to time. When the
displacement increases, the velocity is positive; when the displacement decreases,
the velocity is negative; when no change with displacement, the velocity is zero.
The velocity is constant zero in x-direction, due to the displacement does not
change in x-direction (Figure 2.3). the displacement caused by S-wave in z-direction




























































ment is zero when x = z = 0. The S-wave has a non-zero displacement when x
or z is not equal to zero. In x or z direction, the displacement is larger than zero
in the negative half of the x- or z-axis; because the direction of the pure P-wave
propagation direction is positive. Meanwhile, the displacement caused by S-wave
has a minus sign in the formula.
Similarly, the displacement in x-direction is zero because the position of all the
receivers are at the line of x = 0 (Figure 2.4). When P-wave propagates in y-
direction, the receiver should get the highest amplitude of P-wave in y-direction
and no response for S-wave.The largest amplitude appears at z = 0 (Figure 2.4
y-direction). The point of non-zero displacement firstly took place in the line which
represents the geophone located at z = 0 because the distance between the source
and the receiver is the shortest. The displacement is larger than zero when z > 0
as also been seen from the Equation 2.10 (Figure 2.4 z-direction).
In field data, we normally receive the composed effect of P and S waves. In
synthetic cases, we can simply add the two partial motion (Figure 2.5). Since
the displacements caused by P-wave and S-wave are always zero in x-direction,
no displacement is in x-direction (Figure 2.5). The displacement has no much
difference among all 20 positions (Figure 2.5). The reason is that the displacement
caused by P-wave is decreased when the distance increases while S-wave shows an
opposite behavior.
The geophones are sensitive to the velocity, thus only velocity information from
field in fracturing monitor is record. We will study the velocity information recorded
by the geophones.
2.2.2 Double couple and compensated linear vector dipole source
We developed a MATLAB program to simulate the microseismic waves received









































































































term components in the calculation of the synthetic seismogram and uses a source
based on double couple model. The verification of the calculation by this program
is accomplished by comparison to the output of a similar MATLAB program:
anaseis.m (Jahnke, 2004). Anaseis only gives the far-field seismogram caused but
does not use a double-couple dislocation source. We adapt similar arrangement
from anaseis.m (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7) to conduct a calculation using both
programs. We find that the calculations using my program and anaseis is the
same.
FIGURE 2.6. Arrangement 2: Source-receiver geometry used for calculation. A dot rep-
resents a geophone. The double couple source is at (0,0,0). Blue, green and red colors
represent the line arrangement parallel to y-, z- and x- axis, respectively.
We also compare our synthetic seismograms radiation pattern diagrams with






 , which describes the generic moment tensor for a fault




FIGURE 2.7. Comparison of calculated signals from the program we developed and
anaseis (G. Jahnke, 2004). The blue line shows the result calculated from our program,
and the red line is the result calculated by anaseis.m. The blue lines completely overlap
with the red line.
FIGURE 2.8. A cartoon demonstration of Reverse, Normal and Strike-slip Fault. (Gib-
bons, 2009)
By using this source moment tensor, we can calculate displacements of geophones
by P-wave in xz-plane (Figure 2.9). The shape of our calculated P-wave radiation
pattern is identical to that by Aki and Richards (1980). We also get an identical
match when we calculate the S-wave (Figure 2.9).
FIGURE 2.9. Displacement caused by P-wave and S-wave in XZ-plane respectively. Blue
dots represent that the displacement when the geophone locates at x > 0 and z > 0.
Green dots represent the displacement the displacement when the geophone locates at
x < 0 and z > 0. Red dots represent the displacement the displacement when the geo-
phone locates at x < 0 and z < 0. Cyan dots represent the displacement the displacement
when the geophone locates at x > 0 and z < 0.
Two different receiver arrays are used to calculate synthetic seismograms (Figure
2.10) using a double couple source (Figure 2.11 to Figure 2.14). The source-receiver
distances for array 1 varies from 140 m (450 ft) to 300 m (1000 ft), and that for
array 2 is varies from 300 m (1000 ft) to 400 m (1300 ft). With different source-
receiver distances, the first arrival of P-wave, S-wave, and S - P wave for the
synthetic seismograms are different (Figure 2.11 to Figure 2.12). The ones that
source-receiver distance is longer (Figure 2.12) has larger arrival times than the
shorter ones (Figure 2.11). Meanwhile, the amplitudes of displacement and velocity
in the ones that source-receiver distance is shorter (Figure 2.11) are bigger than
the longer ones (Figure 2.12).
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FIGURE 2.10. Arrangement3: source-receiver geometry used for synthetic seismograms.
The red star represents the seismic source. Array 1 (shown by triangles) and Array 2
(shown by stars) are linear which represent receivers. The source is located at x = y = 0
and a depth of 200 m. Both array 1 and array 2 represent vertical sets of receivers. The
minimum source to array 1 distance is about 140 m. The minimum source to array 2
distance is about 300 m.
Our calculation indicate that the amplitude of the intermediate-field terms is of
size 1/3 of the amplitude of contributed by the far-field terms (Figure 2.12 and
Figure 2.13). Thus, the intermediate-field terms are significant and should be taken
into account by using the rock parameters under this condition. I will take about
the quantity of significant in the noise effects part, i.e. which number is called
significant in microseismic events.
Our calculation indicate that the amplitude of near-field term contributes almost
0 of the amplitude of far-field terms when the source-receiver distance is about 1000
ft which is the source-receiver distance in microseismic analysis (Figure 2.13 and
Figure 2.14). The source-receiver geometry in microseismic analysis is from 1000
ft to 2000 ft in the field. The seismograms with only near-field terms for array 1
(the source-receiver distance is about 450 ft) in the scale of maximum amplitude of








































































































































































































































































































































































receiver distance is less than 450 ft, the near-field terms can be ignored. To quantify
the numbers, when the source-receiver distance is about 300 ft, the near-field term
contributes about 1/20 of far-field terms under this condition. In another word,
near-field term can be ignored in microseismic analysis.
2.2.3 Intermediate-field and near-field effects
In the displacement equation above (Equation 2.10), the first term is called near-
field term, the second term is called intermediate-term caused by P wave (the
coefficient ~AIP is also the same meaning), and the third term is intermediate-
term caused by S wave (the coefficient ~AIS is also the same meaning). When the
source-receiver distance is short enough, the near-field and intermediate-field terms
will have a relatively larger impact on the displacement due to any type of sources.
When the source-receiver distance is larger than 1000 ft (approximate 300 m) (Fig-
ure 2.13 and Figure 2.14), the near-field and intermediate-field terms effects can
be ignored. Figure 2.15 demonstrates the amplitude of the displacement caused by
the distance portion of near-field, intermediate-field, and far-field terms. When the
source-receiver distance is less than 4 ft (1.2 m), the near-field and intermediate-
field terms changed the displacement dramatically; when the source-receiver dis-
tance is longer than 300 ft (100 m), the intermediate and near-field terms can be
ignored (Figure 2.15). However, this phenomena only considers the source-receiver
distance. The amplitude of displacement caused by far-, intermediate-, or near-field
terms is also related with density, Young’s modular, and Poisson’s ratio. The po-
sition of the receiver also affects the amplitude of displacement (Figure 2.1 angles
θ and φ)
When the source receiver distance is less than 1000 ft, the amplitude of first
arrival of P wave or S wave in the seismogram increases including intermediate-
field terms. When the source receiver distance is about 400 ft, the amplitude of
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the first arrival of P-wave and S-wave increase about 1.6 of far-field terms only
after we take intermediate-terms into consideration (Figure 2.16). There is also an
accompanying additional pulse in the S wave arrival, embedded within the most
completely calculated seismogram (Figure 2.16).
FIGURE 2.15. The amplitude of the displacement only consider the source-receiver dis-
tance caused by near-field, intermediate-field, and far-field terms, at (a) a source-receiver
distance of between 0.2 m to 0.3 m, and at (b) the source-receiver distance of between
100 m to 350 m.
2.2.4 Noise effects
The treatment well is an adverse environment in which to obtain analyzable seis-
mic data. Microseismic events, created by well-treatment fracturing, are the de-
sired seismic signals. All the other signals are considered as noise (Boroumand
and Bland, 2012). Microseismic noise can be divided into coherent noise and in-
coherent noise. Incoherent noise is unpredictable in time and space (Boroumand
and Bland, 2012). Typically incoherent noise is associated with the movement of
subsurface fluid or gas, and temperature variations, fluid or gas flow travelling
within a borehole and random noise from electronics. On the other hand, coher-
ent noise can be coherent in time (e.g. a pump that emits a regular pulse train,
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FIGURE 2.16. A synthetic seismogram from a 400 ft source-receiver geometry. The blue
line represents a synthetic seismogram only contains far-field terms. The red line repre-
sents a synthetic seismogram contains both far-field and intermediate-field components.
resonances in geophone clamping, AC power-line hum, clock-related noise in elec-
tronics) (Boroumand and Bland, 2012).
Understanding the effect of noise and the treatment of noise on event-location
and moment tensor inversion accuracy is important as noise-related positioning
errors can affect the final microseismic interpretation (Warpinski et al., 1995). The
challenge is how to induce the noise into our simulation. One way is to study the
actual noise from experiments and apply them in simulation.
Several approaches exist to assess the effect of noise. Warpinski et al. (1995) ob-
tain an experimental noise dataset with both coherent and incoherent component.
They apply frequency-specific filters to reduce the noise but avoided distorting the
signal of interest. Excessively aggressive filtering can result in an erroneous in-
terpretation of the waveform. A comparison is between event locations computed
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using unfiltered and filtered data. Additionally, a series of random and coherent
noise signals are added to the unfiltered seismic signals and the microseismic events
are relocated. The effect of noise on event-location accuracy is observed and eval-
uated. Warpinski et al. (1995) indicate that understanding the effect of noise and
the treatment of noise on event-location accuracy is important as noise-related
positioning errors can affect the final microseismic interpretation.
Rietsch (2000) considers the noise component into his software SeisLab 2.01
to generate a seismic dataset. Now we turn our attention on how to apply the
noise in our simulation. First, following Rietsch (2000), I use a Gaussian random
function and a uniform random function to add coherent and incoherent noise into
a synthetic seismogram associated with hydraulic fracture. Second, using the same
double-couple and the same rock, the seismograms are shown in Chapter 2 section
2.2.2, the seismograms become different as we including noise, see Figure 2.17.
Before the signal propagate to the receiver, the seismogram shows a straight line
without noise and some curve with noise. The noise also makes the amplitude of
the signal in seismogram increase or decrease.
Boroumand and Bland (2012) also cite that the signal to noise ratio in microseis-
mic events is from 1.2 to 3 which means that the minimum noise contributes about
1/20 of the seismogram. Based on the noise, we estimate when the intermediate-
field terms or near-field term dedicates more than 1/20 of the far-field terms, they
are significant. Considering intermediate-field terms, the signal to noise ratio will
enhance. We can improve the precision of source mechanism analysis for micro-
seismic events.
2.3 Seismic Waves in a Homogeneous and Anisotropic Medium
Real media treated by hydraulic fracturing are generally anisotropic so that if














































































































incorporate the effects of anisotropy. As previously introduced, microseismic mon-
itoring is a valuable tool to map the hydraulic fracture (Warpinski et al., 2001).
This technology is an application of earthquake seismology in which compressional
(P) and shear (S) arrivals are detected at some number of receivers and the lo-
cation of the microseism is deduced by means of ray tracing or other travel-time
estimates through some known velocity structure (Albright, 1982). The uncertainty
associated with the microseismic location has two primary components. The first
is the ability to accurately detect the P and S arrivals; the second is to charac-
terize the velocity structure. The logging tools routinely obtain the velocity along
the axis of the borehole, which is the vertical velocity in most wells in which they
are commonly run. Most sedimentary rocks exhibit a significant degree of trans-
verse anisotropy in their velocities as a result of layering, mineralogy, and natural
fracturing (Thomsen, 1986). As a result, the vertical velocities that are routinely
obtained with wellbore sonic logs are inappropriate for microseismic mapping; the
direct usage of these velocities can result in large errors in the location of the micro-
seisms. Thomsen (1986) shows how an assumption of weak anisotropy can be used
to simplify the complex system of equations that would result for the general case
of transverse anisotropy. Under the conditions of weak transverse anisotropy, the
formation can be characterized by only a vertical velocity and horizontal velocity.
Here is a literature example of how such method been modified and applied.
Warpinski (2009) uses anisotropy information based on core measurements given
by Thomsen (1986) in microseismic mapping tests. On many of these tests, the
actual perforation or string shot firing time can be accurately measured and used
to aid in the construction of the velocity model (Warpinski et al., 2005). They also
list a series of measurements of P-wave and S-wave velocities that are made in the
tests. Then, they evaluate the importance of anisotropy in determining the accu-
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racy of locations of microseismic. They conclude that accurate locations of micro-
seismic events strongly depend on having an adequate velocity structure through
the formation traversed by the ray paths. The obvious transverse anisotropy of
many reservoir rocks, facets of which are commonly observed in the microseismic
data, complicates both the approach used in calculating travel times and the de-
termination of accurate velocities and anisotropy parameters to be used in the
analysis. Again, it is inappropriate to directly use the vertical velocities, as mea-
sured by dipole sonic logs or VSP surveys, because a velocity structure obtained
from vertical velocities will result in large errors in the microseismic location.
Further, Du and Warpinski (2013) apply a numerical algorithm based on the
Newton-Raphson method coupled with SVD for calibrating the velocity model
used in microseismic fracture monitoring. The method can handle both isotropic
and anisotropic velocities by optimizing the independent stiffness coefficients for
isotropic and anisotropic media for each layer.
2.3.1 Double couple and compensated linear vector dipole source
with vertically symmetric anisotropy
A wave equation, derived under the acoustic medium assumption for P-waves in
transversely isotropic media with a vertical symmetry axis (VTI media), though
physically impossible, yields good kinematic approximation to the familiar elastic
wave equation for VTI media (Alkhalifah, 1998).
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For anisotropic and homogeneous media, the stiffness tensor cijkl can be repre-









































In the equations above, ρ is the density of the media. Since the media is homoge-
neous, the density is constant (Alkhalifah, 2000).


























To calculate the seismograms in the anisotropic media, the known parameters
are density, vertical P-wave velocity, horizontal P-wave velocity, vertical S-wave
velocity, and horizontal S-wave velocity (Table 2.3).
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From the equations 2.16 to 2.19, we can calculate c11, c33, and c13. Then we use
Equation 2.10 and horizontal velocity to calculate the seismograms in isotropic
medium and use finite difference (Equation 2.20) to calculate the displacement in
vertical direction in anisotropic medium (Figure 2.18).
TABLE 2.3. The rock parameters used to calculate the seismograms in anisotropic
medium (Warpinski, 2009)
Density (g/cm3) 2.50
Vertical P-wave velocity (km/s) 3.2005
Vertical S-wave velocity (km/s) 1.5240
Horizontal P-wave velocity (km/s) 4.2672
Horizontal S-wave velocity (km/s) 2.2860
2.3.2 Noise effects
Noise is added into the seismogram in anisotropic medium in velocity. The dis-
placement is integrated from the velocity. The new seismogram is as Figure 2.19
displayed.
From the field data analysis in Barnett Shale Formation, the noise in microseis-
mic events associated with hydraulic fracture is usually low frequency noise (less
than 33 Hz) (Warpinski et al., 1995). The frequency is concentrated at values of
5, 7, 12, 17, and 23 Hz.
2.4 Conclusions
The source-receiver distance in field condition is often around 1000 ft (Cipolla and
Wright, 2000). In my study, I focus on the source-receiver distances up to 1000
ft. From all the seismograms shown previously, we see that amplitudes created
by the intermediate-terms in the synthetic seismograms are about 1/3 of far-field
terms, and the near-field terms are less than 1/20 of far-field terms. The results
indicate that the intermediate-field terms are important when the source-receiver
distance is around 1000 ft, and the near-field terms can be ignored. I also calculate








































































































ignored based on the noise effect in the field. When the magnitude of the noise
is the same as for the intermediate-signal, I say that the intermediate-field effect
can be ignored, which occurs at distance of 6700 ft for the parameters used in this




Source Mechanisms during Hydraulic
Fracturing
3.1 Introduction
The physics of seismic sources is a major research topic in seismology. The ap-
proximation of seismic sources by a model of equivalent forces that correspond to
linear wave equations neglecting non-linear effects in the near source region is the
common approach (Geller, 1976; Aki and Richards, 1980). The equivalent forces
are defined as producing displacements in an infinite medium that are identical
to those from the actual forces of the physical process at the source. The equiva-
lent forces are determined from recorded seismograms which contain information
about the source, path, and distortions at the vicinity of the receiver (Jost and
Herrmann, 1989). The principle problem in source studies is the isolation of the
source effect by correcting for the instrument and path. The classic method of de-
scribing seismic sources is by their strength and fault plane solution (Honda, 1962).
In 1970s, moment tensors are introduced for calculating the displacement caused
by a fault (Gilbert, 1970). Nowadays, seismic moment tensors have been widely
used to describe seismic sources in both earthquakes and hydraulic fracturing.
Information about hydraulic fracturing process has to be obtained from the anal-
ysis of seismic waves radiated from the source. Unfortunately, dynamic problems
of fracture mechanics lead to complex boundary value problems in elastodynamics,
which are not solvable in general (Kostrov and Das, 1988). Instead, the kinematic
description of displacement jumps along the fracture surface as a function of po-
sition and time may permit the inverse problem formulation. The moment tensor
describes the equivalent forces exerted on a fracture. The equivalent forces can
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be correlated to physical source models like tensile and shear (Jost and Herrman,
1989). Typically, there are three types of elastodynamic sources commonly used in
decomposition of a moment tensor (Julian et al., 1998): isotropic, double couple
(DC), and compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD). A moment tensor is a 3x3
symmetric matrix. It is possible to calculate the principal moment tensor and ex-
press the moment tensor in the principal coordinate system. We can always begin













































The first part is called the isotropic (ISO), the second is called the double cou-
ple (DC), and the last one is called the compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD).
It is noticeable that in the third part, M11 equals M33. The isotropic part rep-
resents changes in volume like an explosion or an implosion. The double couple
part represents pure shear fracture, which usually approximate earthquakes (Lee
et al., 2002). CLVD represents the tensile cracks, which is commonly associated
with volcanoes and volcanic unrest (Shuler et al., 2013).
There are various methods for moment tensor inversion. The inversion can be
done in the time domain or frequency domain. For example, one may use free os-
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cillations, surface waves, body waves, and seismogram components separately or
in combined form for moment tensor inversion (Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Mc-
Cowan, 1976, Menduguren, 1977; Stump and Johnson, 1977, Ward, 1980; Backus,
1977).
3.2 A Source Mechanism Study for a Homogeneous and Isotropic
Medium
Microseismic mapping is a valuable tool in understanding the efficiency of hy-
draulic fracturing treatments. Determination of event locations and magnitudes
leads to estimations of the geometry of the fracture zone and dynamics of the
fracturing process. With sufficient resolution, the hypocenters may even reveal
failure planes or other underlying structures controlling the distribution of events.
Microseismic mapping has proven to be a valuable technology for understanding
hydraulic-fracture growth and behavior. The seismic waves generated by the micro-
seismic event may also contain information with potential value for understanding
the reservoir, natural fractures, stress state, and fracturing mechanisms (Warpinski
and Du, 2010).
Extracting information from the microseismic data requires the use of a source
model, which in its most general form is represented by a symmetric moment
tensor having six components. Difficulties arise when attempting to invert for the
components of the moment tensor if only a single monitor well is available, but in
principle the full moment tensor can be extracted for multiple monitor wells. The
primary information derived consists of the slippage-plane orientation, the slip
direction, and the moment (strength) of the event. Presumably, these slippages
occur on existing planes of weakness, such as natural fractures, bedding planes,
or potentially even fracture planes induced by the hydraulic fracture (Warpinski
et al., 1998), thus providing information about the reservoir and the process. An
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approach for performing the moment-tensor inversion is discussed for both single
and multiple monitor wells, along with methods to estimate various parameters.
Both synthetic and field examples are provided in section 3.2 to demonstrate what
can be extracted from the data set under various conditions.
To implement moment tensor inversion, we use the free software ISOLA. The
details of the software and how to use it and changes in the code to adapt it for
present problem are provided in the Appendix B.
3.2.1 Moment tensor inversion for synthetic seismograms
We use synthetic seismograms from homogenous and isotropic media without any
noise to verify the ISOLA given by Zahradnik and Sokos (2008), a MATLAB GUI
for source inversion. The source is a double-couple. ISOLA only considers far-field
terms of P-wave and S-wave for the purpose of moment tensor inversion. The input
moment tensor and output results are shown in Figure 3.1.
The input moment tenser is what we input into MATLAB code (Chapter 2) to
generate synthetic seismograms, and the output result is using the seismograms to
obtain moment tensor from ISOLA. Ideally, the input moment tensor should be the
same as the output one. Comparing the input moment tensor and the output one,
we can get a conclusion whether ISOLA provides acceptable results (Figure 3.1).
If we compare the input moment tensor and output results quantitatively, the
angular difference is less than 2% (Figure 3.2). In the next step, we use ISOLA to
do moment tensor inversion.
As discussed in chapter 2, the intermediate-field terms may strongly affect dis-
placements when the source-receiver distance is less than 1000 ft (Equation 2.10).
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider them for moment tensor inversion. We take
intermediate-field terms into the inversion algorithm to do moment tensor inver-
sion, and expect the moment tensor inversion is more precise by including the
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FIGURE 3.1. The first column shows the input moment tensor to generate the seismo-
gram; the second column shows the theoretical beach-ball of the corresponding moment
tensor; the third column represents the moment tensor inverted by ISOLA.
intermediate-field terms. The output moment tensors generated by considering
intermediate-field terms and far-field terms give about 2% better results compar-
ing with the ones only considering far-field terms (Figure 3.2). These three moment
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FIGURE 3.2. The strike, dip, and rake angles given initially and calculated numerically
are given. The word ′theoretical′ in the first column means that the strike, dip, and rake
angles correspond to the fault caused by the moment tensor. ′Far-field′ terms means that
we use the synthetic seismograms that only consider far-field terms for moment tensor
inversion. ′Both′ in the first column means that the inversion considers both far-field and
intermediate-field terms.
tensors represent the three typical types of double-couple. The source-receiver ge-
ometry is shown in array 2 of Figure 2.10 (also see later Figure 3.3).
After comparing theoretical and the computed moment tensors generated by a
double-couple, we also compare the same thing for CLVD mechanism. The double-
couple is a pure shear and is not the type of loading expected during hydraulic
fracturing. We mainly expect CLVD and isotropic mechanisms during the treat-
ment due to fracture opening. Figure 3.3 illustrates the CLVD, theoretical beach-
ball, and numerically calculated results. The synthetic seismograms only contain
the far-field terms for displacement calculation (Equation 2.10).
The output beach ball is different from the input one (Figure 3.3). The source
mechanism from the synthetic seismograms contains more double-couple part.
However, to quantitatively describe the moment tensor inversion, we can see the
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FIGURE 3.3. The first column is the input moment tensor to generate the seismogram;
the second column is the theoretical beach-ball of the corresponding moment tensor; the
third column represents the moment tensor inversion calculated numerically.
CLVD is taking more than 90% in the whole results in the above three cases. The
reason is that the way to draw the beach ball in ISOLA only displays double-
couple. Then we use the output data from ISOLA and Generic Mapping Tools
(GMT) to illustrate the focal mechanism. The code to display beach ball of CLVD
is in Appendix B. The modified inversion results and the theoretical ones are in
Figure 3.4. A comparision of the output beach ball and the theoretical one, we can
see the two results are similar with each other. We can use GMT to display beach
ball from CLVD sources.
We also use the synthetic seismograms including both intermediate-field terms
and far-field terms to do moment tensor inversion. The output results show no
difference with the ones in Figure 3.4.
Different seismic moment tensors predict different relative amplitudes for P-
and S-wave arrivals. The intermediate-field terms also have a significant amplitude
contribution when the source-receiver distance is less than 1000 ft (300 m), which
is the distance of microseismic events associated with hydraulic fracture. To see
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FIGURE 3.4. The first column is the input moment tensor to generate the seismogram;
the second column is the theoretical beach-ball of the corresponded moment tensor; the
third column is the moment tensor inversion given by GMT using the data given by
ISOLA.
the difference between different source-receiver geometry, moment tensor inversion
is also done for synthetic seismograms from array 1 and array 3 (Figure 3.5). We
get same answers of strike, dip, and rake from double-couple sources as Figure 3.2
demonstrates by using far-field terms only and far-field terms plus intermediate-
field terms.
We also use the synthetic seismograms including both intermediate-field terms
and far-field terms to do moment tensor inversion for several scenarios, which are
considered to investigate the accuracy of including intermediate-field terms into
doing moment tensor inversion. The output results show no difference with the
ones in Figure 3.4. We can conclude that when the source-receiver distance is
less than 300 m, the results of moment tensor inversion improve about 3% by
considering intermediate-field terms.
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3.2.2 Moment tensor inversion for synthetic seismogram with noise
In microseismic events, the environment is noisy. The average signal to noise ratio is
2 (Boroumand and Bland, 2012). We analyze the field data, get the noise, and add
to the synthetic seismograms. Next we use cross correlation and filter to decrease
the noise. Figure 3.6 describes that the beach ball from the seismograms with noise.
The signal to noise ratio after filters is 10. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 demonstrate
that the accuracy of the beach ball and strike, dip, and rake improved by including
intermediate-field terms in doing moment tensor inversion.
From this work, it is clear that the intermediate-field terms of displacement
(or velocity) in microseisms associated with hydraulic fracturing should be used
to invert to get the source mechanisms. The output moment tensor will be more
FIGURE 3.5. Source-receiver geometry used for synthetic seismograms. Array 1 (shown
by triangles), array 2 (shown by stars), and array 3 (shown by circles) are all linear.
The source is located at x=y=0 and a depth of 100 m. Array 1 represents a horizontal
set of receivers between -100 to 90 m east, located 100 m north and 10 m shallower of
the source. Array 2 represents is located between 0-190 m east and includes a 100 m
borehole deviation the north and 20 m difference of depth. Receivers are shown every
10 m in array 1 and array 2 in Figure 1. Array 3 represents a horizontal set of receivers
between -50 to 45 m east, 50m north, and 5 m shallower of source. Receivers are every
5 m in array 3.
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FIGURE 3.6. The moment tensor, theoretical beach ball, and the output results from
ISOLA.
FIGURE 3.7. The beach ball and strike, dip, and rake of DC source from theoretical,
far-field terms, and including intermediate-field terms.
reliable than only considering far-field terms of displacement. For the source re-
ceiver distance is less or around 1000 ft in microseismic fracture mapping, the
intermediate-field terms should be included to get the source mechanisms. By con-
sidering intermediate-field terms to do moment tensor inversion, the signal to noise
ratio will increase. The seismograms after processing will have more useful infor-
mation. Another possible reason is that the marginal data in microseismic events.
Only one or two arrays are put in the downhole or on the surface to record the
events which makes the recording data are only from one or two directions. Thus,
the seismograms recorded by geophones in a same array are similar with each
other. In doing moment tensor inversion for earthquakes, the stations to records
the seismic waves are all over the world, and the amplitudes of P wave and S wave
are not as important as doing moment tensor inversion for microseismic events.
Under this condition, the amplitude of first arrival of P wave and S wave becomes
more important to get a precise moment tensor inversion.
FIGURE 3.8. The beach ball from two different CLVD sources.
Eaton (2009) pointed that the difference of seismograms for two different moment
tensors, a double couple and a CLVD source, is relative amplitudes and polarities of
first arrival of P wave and S wave. He shows that the upper seismogram and beach
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ball are from a double couple source and the lower ones are from a CLVD source.
Comparing the upper seismogram and beach ball with lower ones, the difference
of the seismograms is the difference of amplitudes and polarities of P wave and S
wave.
The non-double-couple modes of failure play an important role in elucidating the
underlying failure mechanisms, as they impart information about how the volume
of the medium is changing in response to the treatment.
3.3 A Source Mechanism Study for a Homogeneous and Anisotropic
Medium
In this section on the study of an anisotropic medium, we use same the same
parameters (Chapter 2 section 2.3). When we calculate synthetic seismograms in
an anisotropic medium, the horizontal velocity and vertical velocity is different. The
horizontal velocities and vertical velocities are the same with Du and Warpinski
(2013) using in their paper (refer Table 2.3 in Chapter 2). And these velocities
are from field analysis.
When ISOLA inverts the synthetic seismogram to obtain the source moment
tensor, ISOLA assumes the medium is isotropic. And we first use horizontal ve-
locity. The location of the source is found using only the horizontal velocity. The
equations I use to locate the source are from Equation 3.5 to Equation 3.7.















If we use horizontal velocity to calculate the location of the source, its position
is as follows.












In the equations above, tx, ty , and tz represent the time of first arrival of P
wave; x, y, and z represent the real location of the source; x′, y′ , z′ represent
the calculate location of the source; vP horizontal and vP verticall represent horizontal
and vertical velocity of P wave; vS horizontal and vS verticall represent horizontal and
vertical velocity of S wave.
As we can see from the Equation 3.5 to Equation 3.7, the calculated horizontal
position of the source is the same as the real location of the source; the calculated
vertical position of the source is different than real location of the source (i.e.
the depth of the source is not correct when we use the seismograms to locate
the source). The error in the position of the source will probably cause the an
inaccurate moment tensor inversion.
We use the calculated source location and the horizontal velocity model to carry
out moment tensor inversion from the synthetic seismogram and to find out how
the anisotropy of the medium affects the result of moment tensor inversion.
Meanwhile, we also want to find out that the improvement by considering
intermediate-field terms to do moment tensor inversion. Four different cases are
discussed: moment tensor inversion by considering only far-field terms, both far-
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FIGURE 3.9. The beach ball of normal fault. The horizontal velocity of the formation is
used for velocity model. The second row is the theoretical strike, dip, rake, and beach ball
of a normal fault. The third row represents moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismo-
grams considering only considering far-field terms. The fourth row represents moment
tensor inversion of synthetic seismograms considering far-field terms and intermediate–
field terms. The fifth row represents moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismograms
with 10% noise only considering far-field terms. The sixth row represents moment tensor
inversion of synthetic seismograms with 10% considering far-field terms and intermedi-
ate-field terms.
field and intermediate-field terms for synthetic seismograms, and those two for
synthetic seismograms with microseismic noise.
Figure 3.9 demonstrates that how the anisotropy affects the moment tensor
inversion if we use horizontal velocity to analyze the source mechanism. The inac-
curate of the moment tensor inversion will increase compare with the one without
anisotropy effects. The reason is that the location and the velocity model is not
exactly with the real one. Considering intermediate-field terms will improve the
accurate of source mechanism.
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If we use vertical velocity, the location of the source is as follows.












All the parameters in Equation 3.8 to 3.10 have the same meaning with Equa-
tion 3.2 to 3.7. The vertical velocity of the media is set to do moment tensor
inversion. The results are shown from Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates that how the anisotropy affects the moment tensor
inversion if we use vertical velocity to analyze the source mechanism. The inaccu-
rate of the moment tensor inversion will increase compare with the one without
anisotropy effects and even with using horizontal velocity one. The reason is that
the horizontal location is more important than the location of the source in depth.
Considering intermediate-field terms will improve the accurate of source mecha-
nism.
Comparing the results in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 with theoretical data, it is
obvious that the moment tensor inversion considering intermediate-terms is more
precise. When we use horizontal velocities to calculate the moment tensor inversion,
the moment tensor inversion is more accurate. The reason is that the location of
the source is only changed in depth. At the same time, the program to do moment
tensor is sensitive for the horizontal location of the source instead of the depth
of the source. When we use vertical velocities to do moment tensor inversion, we
get the results the angels of the strike, dip and rake change more than 25% with
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FIGURE 3.10. The beach ball of normal fault. The vertical velocity of the formation is
used for velocity model. The second row is the theoretical strike, dip, rake, and beach ball
of a normal fault. The third row represents moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismo-
grams considering far-field terms and intermediate-field terms. The fourth row represents
moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismograms considering only considering far-field
terms. The fifth row represents moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismograms with
10% noise considering far-field terms and intermediate-field terms. The sixth row rep-
resents moment tensor inversion of synthetic seismograms with 10% only considering
far-field terms.
the theoretical ones. Because the location errors of sources, the moment tensor
inversion changes.
3.4 Conclusions
We use the inverse model in this chapter to get the moment tensor inversion from
theoretical seismograms from different sources, double couple and CLVD sources.
Homogenous and isotropic media and anisotropic media are also considered in the
study to see if the results are improved by considering intermediate-field terms in
analysis the source mechanism. The results indicate that intermediate-field terms
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are helpful in the intermediate-field terms into the inversion algorithm to obtain
the moment tensors. The intermediate-field terms can improve moment tensor
inversion by 2% to 5% at the 1000ft source-receiver distance. When distance is
longer than 6700 ft, the improvement is limited to less than 1%.
Noise is also added into the synthetic seismograms, because the geophones record
a high amplitude of noise in real applications. The intermediate-field terms im-
proves the moment tensor inversion more effectly when there is noise in isotropic
medium (15% improvement with noise present vs 3% improvement without noise).
We also use the inversion method to get the source mechanism from synthetic
seismograms in anisotropic medium. The intermediate-field terms can improve mo-
ment tensor inversion by 2% to 40% at the 1000 ft distance in homogeneous and
anisotropic medium. When distance is longer than 6700 ft, the improvement is
limited to 1%. The intermediate field terms also improves the moment tensor in-
version when there is noise in anisotropic medium (20% improvement with noise
vs 5% improvement without noise).
In all of the cases we considered above, the results of moment tensor inversion
become more precise when including intermediate-field terms. The amplitudes of P
wave and S wave increase in the synthetic seismograms and doing moment tensor
inversion. Only relative amplitudes and polarities of first arrival of P wave and S
wave changes with different sources. The amplitude of intermediate field terms is
proportion to far-field terms. When the source-receiver distance is close enough
(less than 1000 ft (300 m)), considering intermediate-field terms should increase





4.1 Summary of Research
We start our research about the microseismic events associated with hydraulic
fracture propagation from a very simple model, due to the complexity of the prob-
lem due to heterogeneity, anisotropy, different and irregular layers. The method to
study the source mechanism of microseismic events is based on earthquake study
methodology. The method to study the source mechanism of microseismic events is
based on earthquake study methodology. There are some differences between earth-
quakes and microseismic events: the distance between the source and receiver, the
geometry of source and geophones, and the magnitude of earthquakes and micro-
seismic events. Aki and Richards (2002) have pointed out that intermediate-field
terms need to be considered for situations when the source is located less than
6700 ft (2000 m) from the receivers. In the case of microseismic events, the source-
receiver distance is usually 1000 ft (300 m) to 2000 ft (600 m), which is close
enough to consider intermediate-field terms.
A very simple model is used to study microseismic events: a homogenous isotropic
elastic medium. The fracture is considered as a distribution of dislocations. I gen-
erate synthetic seismograms based on the displacement equation (Equ. 2.10) and
verify them. Then, the fracture can be considered as a double couple, which rep-
resents a normal fault. We generate seismograms only using far-field terms and
verify the adapted code with published results. In the next step, the seismograms
incorporating intermediate-field terms are used to determine the source-receiver
distance at which the intermediate-field terms cannot be ignored. The synthetic
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seismograms from different DC and CLVD sources are also generated as well as
noise in homogenous and isotropic media. Because the layers in formation are usu-
ally anisotropic, the synthetic seismograms (or with noise) from different DC and
CLVD are both produced in homogenous and anisotropic media.
To study the effect of intermediate-field terms, we do moment tensor inversion by
using the seismograms from a simple model. First, we do moment tensor inversion,
considering only far-field terms or both far- and intermediate-field terms, from
homogenous and isotropic media to get the double couple or CLVD sources. In the
next, we considered noise is recorded by the geophones and get the beach ball. In
the end we do it from homogenous and anisotropic media. From the output result,
we can get the angels of the crack and the moment tensor, which represented by a
matrix.
4.2 Conclusions
From all the results, we can conclude that:
• The intermediate-field term contributes 1/3 of the signal amplitude when the
source-receiver distance is 1000ft (300 m) (Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3).
• The intermediate-field term contributes 1/20 of the signal amplitude when
the source-receiver distance is 6700 ft (2000 m). Note that 1/20 is the noise
level (Chapter 2 Section 2.2.4).
• Thus, when the source-receiver distance is less than 6700 ft (2000 m), we need
to consider the intermediate-field term. Especially when the distance is than
1000ft (300 m), the intermediate-field term becomes significant (Chapter 2
Section 2.2.4).
• The near-field terms contribute less than 1/20 of the signal amplitude when
the separation is more than 300 ft (100 m). Thus, in a general case, we con-
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firmed that near-field term can be ignored in microseismic analysis (Chapter
2 Section 2.2.3).
• The intermediate-field terms can improve moment tensor inversion by 2% to
3% at the 1000 ft (300 m) separation in homogeneous and isotropic medium.
When separation is greater than 6700 ft (2000 m), the improvement is limited
to less than 1% (Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1).
• The intermediate-field terms improve the moment tensor inversion more sig-
nificantly when there is noise in isotropic medium (15% improvement with
noise present vs 3% improvement without noise) (Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2).
• The intermediate-field terms can improve moment tensor inversion by 2% to
40% for 1000 ft (300 m) separation in homogeneous and anisotropic medium.
When separation is more than 6700 ft (2000 m), the improvement is limited
to 1% (Chapter 3 Section 3.3). The intermediate field terms also improve the
moment tensor inversion when there is noise in anisotropic medium (20% im-
provement with noise vs 5% improvement without noise) (Chapter 3 Section
3.3).
4.3 Recommendations
• Improve the method to do moment tensor inversion that mainly P and S
wave to invert seismograms by considering the changing velocity into the
algorithm used in this thesis. (Hydraulic fracturing is generated stage by
stage. Each stage will cause the velocity change in the formation.)
• Improve the method to do moment tensor inversion that mainly using P
and S wave to invert seismograms by considering the anisotropy effects into
the algorithm used in this thesis. To considering the anisotropy effects, we
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can use the internal code in Ray Tracing software FAST to get the synthetic
seismograms in anisotropic media to get the synthetic seismograms. And then
input the seismograms into the algorithm to do the inversion. The reason is
that the anisotropy in microseismic events cannot be ignored.
• Apply the source mechanism methodology doing moment tensor inversion on
real microseismic data from the field, ultimately help to estimate the geom-
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Appendix A: Synthetic Seismogram
Calculation
To generate the synthetic seismograms for moment tensors, MATLAB programs
are needed.
TABLE A.1: The MATLAB programs for seismograms gen-
erated by a moment tensor
Program Function
Ricker.m Generate a single Ricker wavelet
Dtricker.m A time derivative of a single Ricker wavelet
Dttricker.m A second time derivative of a single Ricker wavelet
Nricker.m The time integral of a single Ricker wavelet
Ntricker.m A derivative of time times
the time integral of a single Ricker wavelet
geophoneCoords.m The geophone coordinates in Cartesian Coordinates
Calculate the synthetic seismogram for isotropic medium
the input parameters are density (kg/m3),
Young’s Modulers (Pa), Poisson’s ratio,
dipoleDC.m Start time (s), End time (s), time interval (s),
the dominant frequency of Ricker wavelet(Hz),
the location of the source in Cartesian Coordinates (m),
the type of the source (3 by 3 matrix)
Plot the seismograms with all terms, far-field terms,
plotseismogram.m intermediate-field terms, and near-field terms,
save one type of the seismograms in different .dat file
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Program Function
Calculate the synthetic seismogram for isotropic medium
the input parameters are density (kg/m3),
P wave velocity (km/s), S wave velocity (km/s),
dipoleDC11.m Start time (s), End time (s), time interval (s),
the dominant frequency of Ricker wavelet(Hz),
the location of the source in Cartesian Coordinates (m),
the type of the source (3 by 3 matrix)
Calculate the synthetic seismogram with noise
the input parameters are density (kg/m3),
Young’s Modulers (Pa), Poisson’s ratio,
dipoleDCnoisev.m Start time (s), End time (s), time interval (s),
the dominant frequency of Ricker wavelet(Hz),
the location of the source in Cartesian Coordinates (m),
the frequency of noise (Hz) and SNR
Calculate the synthetic seismogram for anisotropic medium
the input parameters are density (kg/m3),
vertical P wave velocity (km/s),
vertical S wave velocity (km/s),
horizontal P wave velocity (km/s),
horizontal S wave velocity (km/s),
dipoleDCiso.m Start time (s), End time (s), time interval (s),
the dominant frequency of Ricker wavelet(Hz),
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Program Function
the location of the source in Cartesian Coordinates (m),
the type of the source (3 by 3 matrix)
the displacement and velocity are calculate separately
Calculate the synthetic seismogram for anisotropic medium
The noise is exist in the synthetic seismograms
the input parameters are density (kg/m3),
vertical P wave velocity (km/s),
vertical S wave velocity (km/s),
horizontal P wave velocity (km/s),
horizontal S wave velocity (km/s),
dipoleDCisonoi.m Start time (s), End time (s), time interval (s),
the dominant frequency of Ricker wavelet(Hz),
the frequency of noise (Hz) and SNR
the location of the source in Cartesian Coordinates (m),
the type of the source (3 by 3 matrix)









density = 2.0*1000; %Density in ,use SS property from 2.09 to 2.67
E = 30*1000000000; %Young’s Modulus in GPa, from 3.24 to 99.9GPa
possion=0.3; %Poisson’s ratio, from 0.2 to 0.35
t1 = 0.00; % Starting time
t2 = 0.2; % end time
deltat = 0.0001; %Time step
Xsource = [0.0D0; 0.0D0; 0.0D0];
%———————– Source information ——————————-
% choose a source type:
% 1 is the impluse can be seen as a sin function
% 2 is ricker wavelet
type=2; % 1 or 2
if type==2
f0=100; %frequency in ricker wavelet
elseif type==1
as=100000.00; %Amplitude of sin function
bs=10.00*pi; %frenquency of sin function




Ndt = (t2-t1)/deltat+1; % Number of time-interval
Ndt1 = floor (Ndt);
t(:,1) = t1: deltat : t2; % Seismogram time
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fprintf(’ Number of time intervals: %.0f ’, Ndt)
% ————————————————————————-
% Elastic properties
lambda = E*possion/((1+possion)*(1-2*possion)); % Lame’s constant
mu = E/(2.0*(1.0+possion)); % Lame’s Const.
alpha = ( (lambda+2.0*mu)/density)0.50; % const relate to P-wave in wave
equation




gnum = size(x,1); % Number of Geophones
reciu = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %total displacement
reciv = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %total velocity
reciun = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %displacement caused by near-field term
recivn = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %velocity caused by near-field term
reciui = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %displacement caused by intermediate-field term
recivi = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %velocity caused by intermediate-field term
reciuf = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %displacement caused by far-field term
recivf = zeros(gnum, 3, Ndt1); %velocity caused by far-field term
i=1:gnum;
r(i,1)= sqrt((x(i,3)-Xsource(3)).2+(x(i,2)-Xsource(2)).2+(x(i,1) ... -Xsource(1)).2);
% Distance from zero to geophone
% ————————————————————————-
% Coordinate Transformation






if icheck == 1
fprintf(’ Geophones in spherical coordinate system ’)
for j =1:gnum
fprintf(’ r = %.3f Theta = %.3f Phi= %.3f ’,r(j),theta(j),phi(j))
end
end
% ————————- coordinate transform ————————–
vr(i, 1) = cos(phi(:)).*sin(theta(:));
vr(i, 2) = sin(phi(:)).*sin(theta(:));
vr(i, 3) = cos(theta(:));
vphi(i, 1) = -1.*sin(phi(:));
vphi(i, 2) = cos(phi(:));
vphi(i, 3) = 0.00;
vtheta(i, 1) = cos(phi(:)).*cos(theta(:));
vtheta(i, 2) = sin(phi(:)).*cos(theta(:));
vtheta(i, 3) = -1.*sin(theta(:));
%————————— Constants ————————————
Const1 = 1./(4*pi*density*alpha2)./r.2; %Const for intermediate-field P-wave
term in Eq.4.32 Aki
Const2 = 1./(4*pi*density* beta2)./r.2; %Const for intermediate-field S-wave
term in Eq.4.32 Aki
Const3 = Const1/alpha.*r; %Const for far-field P-wave term in Eq.4.32 Aki
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Const4 = Const2/beta.*r; %Const for far-field S-wave term in Eq.4.32 Aki
Const5 = 1./(4*pi*density)./r.4; %Const for near-field wave term in Eq.4.32 Aki
fprintf(’ - Time before radiation pattern calulation %.2f ’, toc)
% —————– Radiation Patterns ————————————
An(i,1:3) = (9*sin(2*theta).*cos(phi))*ones(1,3).*vr(i,1:3)...
-(6*cos(2*theta).*cos(phi))*ones(1,3).*vtheta(i,1:3) ...
+(6*cos( theta) .*sin(phi))*ones(1,3).*vphi(i,:); %near-field
Aip(i,:) = 4*sin(2*theta).*cos(phi)*ones(1,3).*vr(i,:) ...
-2*(cos(2*theta)).*cos(phi)*ones(1,3).*vtheta(i,:) ...
+2*cos(theta).*sin(phi)*ones(1,3).*vphi(i,:); % intermediate-field P-wave
Ais(i,:) = -3*sin(2*theta).*cos(phi)*ones(1,3).*vr(i,:) ...
+3*cos(2*theta).*cos(phi)*ones(1,3).*vtheta(i,:) ...
-3*cos(theta).*sin(phi)*ones(1,3).*vphi(i,:); % intermediate-firld S-wave
Afp(i,:) = sin(2*theta).*cos(phi)*ones(1,3).*vr(i,:); %far-field P-wave






M0p1(j, m) = Impl(t(j)-r(m)/alpha,as,bs);
M0s1(j, m) = Impl(t(j)-r(m)/beta,as,bs);
M0pt1(j, m) = dtimpl(t(j)-r(m)/alpha,as,bs);




NM01(j, m) = Nimpl(t(j)-r(m)/beta,as,bs,r(m)/beta)-Nimpl(t(j)-r(m)/
alpha,as,bs,r(m)/alpha);






















% moment tensor -2, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0;
M0p=[-2*M0p1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0p1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0p1(j, m)];
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M0s=[-2*M0s1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0s1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[-2*M0pt1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0pt1(j, m)];
M0st=[-2*M0st1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0st1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[-2*M0ptt1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0ptt1(j, m)];
M0stt=[-2*M0stt1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0, 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0; ... 0, 0, 0*M0stt1(j, m)];
NM0 = [-2*NM01(j, m), 0.00, 0.00;... 0.00, 0*NM01(j, m), 0.00;... 0.00, 0.00,
0*NM01(j, m)];
NM0t = [-2*NM0t1(j, m),0.00, 0.00;... 0.00, 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0.00;... 0.00,0.00,
0*NM0t1(j, m)];
%————————————————————————–
% data4: vertical strike slip fault
% moment tensor 0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0;
M0p=[0, 0, 1*M0p1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0p1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0p1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0s=[0, 0, 1*M0s1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0s1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0s1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0pt=[0, 0, 1*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0pt1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0st=[0, 0, 1*M0st1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0st1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0st1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0ptt=[0, 0, 1*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0stt=[0, 0, 1*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0, 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0stt1(j, m), 0, 0];
NM0=[0, 0, 1*NM01(j, m); ... 0, 0*NM01(j, m), 0; ... 1*NM01(j, m), 0, 0];
NM0t=[0, 0, 1*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0,0*NM0t1(j, m) , 0; ... 1*NM0t1(j, m), 0, 0];
%————————————————————————–
% data1 vertical strike slip fault
% moment tensor: 0, 1, 0; 1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0;
M0p=[0, 1*M0p1(j, m),0; ... 1*M0p1(j, m),0, 0; ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0s=[0, 1*M0s1(j, m),0; ... 1*M0s1(j, m),0, 0; ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0pt=[0, 1*M0pt1(j, m), 0; ... 1*M0pt1(j, m), 0, 0 ; ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0, 0];
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M0st=[0, 1*M0st1(j, m),0; ... 1*M0st1(j, m),0, 0; ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0ptt=[0, 1*M0ptt1(j, m),0; ... 1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0, 0];
M0stt=[0, 1*M0stt1(j, m),0; ... 1*M0stt1(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0, 0];
NM0=[0, 1*NM01(j, m), 0; ... 1*NM01(j, m), 0, 0; ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0, 0];
NM0t=[0, 1*NM0t1(j, m),0; ... 1*NM0t1(j, m) ,0, 0; ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0, 0];
%————————————————————————– % data 3 vertical dip
slip fault
% moment tensor: 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1; 0, 1, 0;
M0p=[0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j,
m), 1*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 1*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m)];
M0s=[0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j,
m), 1*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 1*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j,
m), 1*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m)];
M0st=[0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j,
m), 1*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 1*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m),
0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j,
m)];
M0stt=[0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m),
0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j,
m)];
NM0=[0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j,
m), 1*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 1*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m)];
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NM0t=[0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m),




%moment tensor: 0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 1; 1, 1, 0;
M0p=[0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 1*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j,
m), 1*M0p1(j, m); ... 1*M0p1(j, m), 1*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m)];
M0s=[0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 1*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j,
m), 1*M0s1(j, m); ... 1*M0s1(j, m), 1*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 1*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j,
m), 1*M0pt1(j, m); ... 1*M0pt1(j, m), 1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m)];
M0st=[0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 1*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j,
m), 1*M0st1(j, m); ... 1*M0st1(j, m), 1*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m),
0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 1*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j,
m)];
M0stt=[0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m),
0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j, m); ... 1*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j,
m)];
NM0=[0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 1*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j,
m), 1*NM01(j, m); ... 1*NM01(j, m), 1*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m)];
NM0t=[0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 1*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m),




% moment tensor: 1, 0, 0; 0, -2, 0; 0, 0, 1;
M0p=[1*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), -2*M0p1(j,
m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 1*M0p1(j, m)];
M0s=[1*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), -2*M0s1(j,
m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 1*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), -
2*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 1*M0pt1(j, m)];
M0st=[1*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), -2*M0st1(j,
m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 1*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m),
-2*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j,
m)];
M0stt=[1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), -
2*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j,
m)];
NM0=[1*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), -2*NM01(j,
m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 1*NM01(j, m)];
NM0t=[1*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), -
2*NM0t1(j, m) , 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 1*NM0t1(j,
m)];
%————————————————————————–
%——————————- data 2: normal fault
% 45 degree dip slip fault
% moment tensor: 0, 0, 0; 0, -1, 0; 0, 0, 1;
M0p=[0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), -1*M0p1(j,
m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 1*M0p1(j, m)];
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M0s=[0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), -1*M0s1(j,
m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 1*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), -
1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 1*M0pt1(j, m)];
M0st=[0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), -1*M0st1(j,
m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 1*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m),
-1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 1*M0ptt1(j,
m)];
M0stt=[0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), -
1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 1*M0stt1(j,
m)];
NM0=[0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), -1*NM01(j,
m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 1*NM01(j, m)];
NM0t=[0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), -




% moment tensor: 1, 0, 0; 0, -1, 0; 0, 0, 0;
M0p=[1*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), -1*M0p1(j,
m), 0*M0p1(j, m); ... 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m), 0*M0p1(j, m)];
M0s=[1*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), -1*M0s1(j,
m), 0*M0s1(j, m); ... 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m), 0*M0s1(j, m)];
M0pt=[1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), -
1*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m); ... 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m), 0*M0pt1(j, m)];
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M0st=[1*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), -1*M0st1(j,
m), 0*M0st1(j, m); ... 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m), 0*M0st1(j, m)];
M0ptt=[1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m),
-1*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m); ... 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j, m), 0*M0ptt1(j,
m)];
M0stt=[1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), -
1*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m); ... 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j, m), 0*M0stt1(j,
m)];
NM0=[1*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), -1*NM01(j,
m), 0*NM01(j, m); ... 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m), 0*NM01(j, m)];
NM0t=[1*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), -
1*NM0t1(j, m) , 0*NM0t1(j, m); ... 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j, m), 0*NM0t1(j,
m)];
%————————————————————————–
% calculate the displacement and velocity
reciu(m, :, j) = Const1(m)*Aip(m, :)*M0p+Const2(m)*Ais(m,:)*M0s
+Const3(m)*Afp(m,:)*M0pt+Const4(m)*Afs(m,:)*M0st
+Const5(m)*An(m,:)*NM0;
reciui(m, :, j) = Const1(m)*Aip(m, :)*M0p +Const2(m)*Ais(m,:)*M0s;
reciuf(m, :, j) = Const3(m)*Afp(m,:)*M0pt+Const4(m)*Afs(m,:)*M0st;
reciun(m, :, j) = Const5(m)*An(m,:)*NM0;
reciv(m, :, j) = Const1(m)*Aip(m, :)*M0pt+Const2(m)*Ais(m,:)*M0st
+Const3(m)*Afp(m,:)*M0ptt+Const4(m)*Afs(m,:)*M0stt
+Const5(m)*An(m,:)*(NM0t);
recivi(m, :, j) = Const1(m)*Aip(m, :)*M0pt +Const2(m)*Ais(m,:)*M0st;
recivf(m, :, j) = Const3(m)*Afp(m,:)*M0ptt + Const4(m)*Afs(m,:)*M0stt;
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% Save seismogram in each receiver
% One station, one file to record the seismogram: t, x, y, z
% Save the seismograms in .dat files e.g. ONEunc.dat
reco =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco1=zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco2=zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco3 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco4 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco5 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco6 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco7 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco8 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco9 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco10 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco11 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco12 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco13 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco14 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco15 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco16 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco17 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
reco18 =zeros( Ndt1, 4);
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fid = fopen (’ONEunc.dat’,’w’);
save ONEunc.dat reco -ascii







fid = fopen (’TWOunc.dat’,’w’);
save TWOunc.dat reco1 -ascii







fid = fopen (’THRunc.dat’,’w’);
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save THRunc.dat reco2 -ascii







fid = fopen (’FOUunc.dat’,’w’);
save FOUunc.dat reco3 -ascii







fid = fopen (’FIVunc.dat’,’w’);
save FIVunc.dat reco4 -ascii








fid = fopen (’SIXunc.dat’,’w’);
save SIXunc.dat reco5 -ascii







fid = fopen (’SEVunc.dat’,’w’);
save SEVunc.dat reco6 -ascii







fid = fopen (’EIGunc.dat’,’w’);
save EIGunc.dat reco7 -ascii








fid = fopen (’NINunc.dat’,’w’);
save NINunc.dat reco8 -ascii







fid = fopen (’MIDunc.dat’,’w’);
save MIDunc.dat reco9 -ascii







fid = fopen (’SYIunc.dat’,’w’);
save SYIunc.dat reco10 -ascii








fid = fopen (’SERunc.dat’,’w’);
save SERunc.dat reco11 -ascii







fid = fopen (’SSAunc.dat’,’w’);
save SSAunc.dat reco12 -ascii







fid = fopen (’SSIunc.dat’,’w’);
save SSIunc.dat reco13 -ascii








fid = fopen (’SWUunc.dat’,’w’);
save SWUunc.dat reco14 -ascii







fid = fopen (’SLIunc.dat’,’w’);
save SLIunc.dat reco15 -ascii
fid = fclose (’all’);
plotseismogram(reciu, reciv, reciuf, recivf, reciui, recivi, reciun, recivn,gnum,t);
%plot seismogram fprintf(’ - Time at the end %.2f ’, toc)
return
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Appendix B: Moment Tensor Retrieval -
A MATLAB GUI
ISOLA and ISOLA-GUI are two parts of ISOLA moment tensor retrieval software
package. They are free package made by Zahradnik and Sokos (2008) and can be
downloaded via Internet.
The method is applicable for regional and local events. Instrumentally corrected
band-pass filtered velocity records are used. The code transforms velocity into
displacement, inverts the displacement, and also provides synthetic displacement.
ISOLA only considers far-field terms to do moment tensor inversion. To consider
intermediate-field terms into ISOLA, I use the following equations from B.7 to
B.12. Aki and Richards point out in their book (2002) that the displacements

















































~AN represents near-field radiation pattern:
~AN = 9sin2θcosφr̂ − 6(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (B.2)
~AIP and ~AISrepresent intermediate-field radiation pattern:
~AIP = 4sin2θcosφr̂ − 2(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (B.3)
~AIS = −3sin2θcosφr̂ + 3(cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂) (B.4)
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~AFP and ~AFP represent far-field radiation pattern:
~AFP = sin2θcosφr̂ (B.5)
~AFS = cos2θcosφθ̂ − cosθsinφφ̂ (B.6)
Their principal findings are that far-field displacements still attenuate as r−1
and are proportional to particle velocity at the source. Some certain remarkable
similarities are found between far-field, intermediate-field, and near-field radiation
patterns. The final displacement eventually reaches a final fixed offset, attenuates
as r−2.
From Equation B.1, we can also find out that the far-field terms attenuate as
r−1, and the intermediate-field terms attenuate as r−2. The coefficient different
in the far-field terms and intermediate-field terms is the velocity. Compared with
Equation B.3, B.4, B.5, and B.6, I get the following equation:
~AIP = 4 ~AFP − 2 ~AFS (B.7)
~AIS = −3 ~AFP + 3 ~AFS (B.8)


























Xp and Xs are the major part of far-field terms of displacement caused by P-
wave and S-wave. Meanwhile, Xpp and Xss are the major part of intermediate-field
terms of displacement caused by P-wave and S-wave.
Then Equation B.7 and B.8 are used into B.11 and B.12, the relationship
between the major part of far-field terms of displacement caused by P-wave and
S-wave and intermediate-field terms is shown below:
Xpp = Xpα/r (B.13)
Xss = Xsβ/r (B.14)






















































The final Vp and Vs is the velocity contains both far-field terms and intermediate-
field terms. These are the equations I derive from Aki and Richards (2002).
Based on the equations (Equation B.7 to Equation B.14), I modify the fortran
code GRXYZ.FOR in ISOLA as follows:
line 1679 to 1683:
cdu7=(k5(jrs)*cu3 - cs6*k2(jrs)*s6)*1+(vp/rr(ir))*(4*k5(jrs)*cu3 -
2*cs6*k2(jrs)*s6)
cdu8=(k2(jrs)*cu3 - cs6*k5(jrs)*s6)*1+(vp/rr(ir))*(3*k2(jrs)*cu3 -
3*cs6*k5(jrs)*s6)
The environment to run ISOLA is MATLAB R2010b (7.11.0), and R2011a as
well. The system is 32-bit operate system. ISOLA can works in 64-bit operate
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system, but one need to change at least three sentences in MATLAB code. The
fortran code of ISOLA can be compiled in 32-bit operate system using Microsoft
Fortran Compiler or PowerStation. The version I used to compile fortran code is
Compaq Fortran 7.0 which can be installed in 32-bit Windows XP or previous
system. GCC and Gfortran cannot compile the fortran code correctly.
ISOLA can only output the double couple of moment tensor correctly. If you
want to output the beach-ball of CLVD, one can use GMT, the sentences are as
follows:
pscoast -R19.40000/19.60000/19.40000/19.60000 -JM10 -G255/255/204 -Df -
W0.7p -P -B0.1 -K -S104/204/255 -Lf19.50/19.50/19.50/10 > sources.ps
psxy -R -JM10 sources.gmt -Sd0.2 -M -W1p/0 -K -O -G255/0/0 >> sources.ps
pstext -R -JM10 sources.txt -N -O -K -D0.2/0 >> sources.ps
psmeca -R -JM10 -Sm1.5i beachb.foc -V -O -C1 -N >> sources.ps
They can output the beach-ball of CLVD in a correct way as well as isotropic
part of any moment tensor.
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Appendix C: Steps for Inversion by
ISOLA
To run ISOLA properly, one should follow the following steps.
TABLE C.1: The Inversion Steps
Step Function
Input the velocity of the formation
Define Crustal Model Depth (km), Vp (km/s), Vs (km/s), Density
type 999 in depth as an end signal.
Input the source information
The latitude and longitude of the source
Event Info Choose a proper duration time
or change the duration in the duration.isl
the number is = time interval * 8191
Choose the stations or receivers
Set up a .stn file
Station Selection The name of a station should be 3 capital letters
follow a tab, and input latitude, a tab, and longitude
eg. ONE 10.00 10.00
Load all the synthetic seismograms
Create corresponding filter first
In the pzfiles directory
The name of filter is consist with station name
Use the number of zeros and poles for filter
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Step Function
Data Preparation Pick up number refer Poles, Zeros, and Filter
Three .pz files (3 directions) are needed
Load Ascii file, choose the seismogram
Click Inst. Correction to filter the seismogram
Plot Response to show how the filter works
Origin Allign for the seismograms not from time 0
Save data (raw data)
Choose the depth to calculate
Click Source below epicenter
Seismic Source Definition Starting depth must be larger than 5
Depth step is default 1
No of Sources is 1 or more
Calculate the Green Function for the source
Call GRXYZ.for and elemse.for code
Green Function Calculate the green function
Rename the one including
the intermediate-field terms
Calculate the strike, dip, and rake angle for the source
Full MT
ISO, CLVD, and DC
Inversion Deviatoric MT
DC and CLVD
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Step Function
DC constrained
Only DC part for inversion
Plot the ’beach ball’ based on the inversion results
Plot moment tensor
Call GMT to plot the inversion result
Plot Result in ’beach ball’
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